
O
ver the past century, women 
have greatly changed society 
and gender equality is now a 
mainstream social value. The 

Republic of China (Taiwan) is no different, 
with the country making real headway on 
promoting equality between the sexes and 
women’s rights protection.

This progress is illustrated by Taiwan’s 
second-place ranking among 149 countries 
and territories, behind the Netherlands and 
far above most Asian neighbors, according 
to an assessment produced by the ROC 
government based on the United Nations 
Development Programme 2012 Gender 
Inequality Index.

The change in status for Taiwan’s women 
is reflected in aspects spanning education, 
employment, political participation and 
socioeconomic status.

In Taiwan, the percentage of women under 
the age of 40 with higher education is 61.3, 
which is above that of men at 57.2. As 
another example, in 2014 Academia Sinica, 
the country’s top research institution, elected 
18 new academicians, with five of them 
female, the highest on record.

Glass ceiling no more
Women have also made significant 
contributions to the nation’s economic 
development. For the past 20 years (1993-
2013), the female working population in 
Taiwan expanded 45.98 percent, much faster 
than males at 12.8 percent, with the female 
labor force participation rate topping 50 
percent for the first time in 2012. These 
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numbers indicate that more women are 
entering the workplace to pursue  
their own careers and fulfill their  
professional aspirations. 

They are also fast catching up in 
socioeconomic status. The income gap 
between genders is narrowing. Twenty years 
ago, the average income of women in Taiwan 
was less than 70 percent of that of men. This 
number has increased to 80 percent. The 
percentage of local businesses headed by 
women has remained 36 percent in the past 
two years. 

Increasing political influence 
More women are engaging in public 
service, bringing their perspectives into the 
representation system. Female lawmakers 
account for 33.6 percent of Taiwan’s 
legislature, which is higher than the global 
average of 21.9 percent, according to the 
2014 statistics of the Inter-Parliamentary 
Union. In Asia, this is second only to East 
Timor and ahead of South Korea at 15.7 
percent and Japan at 8.1 percent.

The passage of the Act of Gender Equality 
in Employment in 2002 and Gender Equity 
Education Act in 2004 is the dividend of 
female political participation in Taiwan. It is 

also the government’s response to calls from 
female groups for a legal basis and dedicated 
agency to promote gender equality.

Examples of government measures in this 
regard include the establishment of the 
Committee of Women’s Rights Promotion by 
the Cabinet to introduce the concept of 
gender mainstreaming to Taiwan, as well as 
the implementation of the United Nations 
Convention on the Elimination of All 
Forms of Discrimination against Women 
(CEDAW). Taking effect in 1981, CEDAW 
is an important code for protecting women’s 
rights. Although the ROC is not a United 
Nations member, the country is committed to 
the convention and passed the Enforcement 
Act of Convention on the Elimination of All 
Forms of Discrimination against Women in 
May 2011, with the legislation coming into 
force on January 1, 2012.

Efforts to promote gender equality can also 
be seen in traditional customs such as the 
annual Confucius Ceremony that takes place 
on September 28. In ancient times females 
were forbidden to participate in the event. 
Now they can play various roles in the ritual, 
including the principal presentation officer. 
After regulatory amendments by the Ministry 
of the Interior in 2009, women can also 



assume the position of consecration officer, 
the only hereditary title kept in Taiwan’s 
Confucius Ceremony.

Taiwan is a strong advocate for democracy 
and human rights, and there is no longer a 
law or system in the country that informs 
gender discrimination or inequality. While 
traditional mindset and values will not be 
changed overnight, as Taiwan becomes an 
increasingly diverse and multicultural society, 
gender equality is now the norm of the land. 

The following pages contain profiles 

of women in Taiwan making names 

for themselves in their respective 

professions. Some are contributing 

to the betterment of the world, while 

others are role models in breaking 

down gender stereotypes. But this 

list is by no means definitive. There 

are many other exemplary women 

effecting real change in Taiwan 

society. It is as much to them as 

to those mentioned whom this 

publication is dedicated.

A poster promotes the Republic of China’s 
compliance with CEDAW, a widely recognized 
international bill of rights for women. 
(Photo courtesy of Department of Gender Equality, Executive Yuan)



Chang Cheng-chi

The associate professor in the Graduate Institute of Oral 
Biology at the School of Dentistry of National Taiwan 

University was selected as one of the 2013 Ten Outstanding 
Young Women by China Youth Corps, a nonprofit group 
based in Taipei. She is devoted to promoting the popular 

science education on toxicology and building the toxicologist 
certification system in Taiwan. The scholar also works actively 

on international exchanges and missions that help enhance 
Taiwan’s roles and visibility in the global medical scene.



Chang Hui-mei  
(A-mei)

The Asian pop diva, coming from eastern Taiwan’s indigenous 
Pinuyumayan community, became the first Taiwan singer to 

make the cover of international magazines including Asiaweek 
(1999) and the Asian edition of Time (2002). Her album sales 
and number of attendees attracted to global concert tours are 

among the highest for Mandarin pop music performers. In 
addition, she has paid considerable attention to social issues 

such as gender awareness.



The vegetable vendor at the central market in eastern 
Taiwan’s Taitung City has given money generously for years 
from her modest income to children in need and local library 

construction projects among other causes. Her sincere, 
insistent generosity won her many international honors 

such as selections by Forbes Asia as one of the 48 heroes of 
philanthropy in 2010 and by Time magazine in the same year 

as one of the year’s 100 most influential persons. Chen Shu-chu



Cheng Fen-fen

The film screenplay writer and director’s urban love story 
Hear Me, chiefly funded by Taipei City Government as part 
of its hosting the 2009 Deaflympics, has played a significant 

role in helping revive Taiwan’s cinematic industry with its 
NT$30 million (US$1 million) ticket sales, the highest for 

a locally made movie released that year. Her works have 
been invited to and awarded in a number of international 
film festivals due to their creative combination of artistic 

originality and commercial potential.



Chou Yi-chia

The assistant professor in the Department of Electrophysics at 
National Chiao Tung University in northern Taiwan’s Hsinchu 

City was lead writer for an article published in Science 
magazine in January 2014 on research work leading to a 

breakthrough in the field of semiconductor development. Aged 
31, she became her school’s youngest scholar to garner such 

recognition from the international scientific community.



The head and co-founder of Forest School, Taiwan’s first 
alternative grade school established in 1990 in today’s New 

Taipei City, has adhered to the principle of “humanistic 
education” during the past quarter century to create new 
possibilities of learning for many children and families. 

With steadfast devotion to her native land, this determined 
practitioner has built a role model for Taiwan’s ongoing 

educational reform. Chu Tai-hsiang



Chu Tien-wen

A central figure for Taiwan’s New Wave Cinema 
movement in the 1980s, she won several Golden Horse 

awards—the country’s top prizes for filmmakers—for 
her screenplays. Also, her highly acclaimed novels such 
as Notes of a Desolate Man (1994) are winners of major 

literary awards at home and abroad. She becomes the 
first female writer to win the biennial Newman Prize 

for Chinese Literature (for 2015) since it was created in 
2008 by the University of Oklahoma’s Institute for US-

China Issues in the United States.



Sophie Hong

One of Taiwan’s top fashion designers, she gives new life to 
traditional Chinese silk materials in a creative combination of 
elements from Eastern and Western cultures. Her works have 

featured at many fashion shows in Milan, New York, Paris 
and Tokyo, and are part of a permanent collection at Palais 

Galliera: Musée de la mode de la ville de Paris. In 2010, she 
opened her boutique at the Palais Royal in Paris. Awarded the 
title of chevalier in the National Order of Merit by the French 
government in 2012, she is also a costume designer for stage 

performances such as theatrical and dance pieces and her 
artistic creations have extended to such fields as bamboo 

work, furniture, metalwork, painting and sculpture.



The weightlifting athlete studies in the master’s program of 
the Department of Sports Medicine at Kaohsiung Medical 

University in southern Taiwan’s Kaohsiung City. She won silver 
at the London Olympics in 2012 and was selected as one of the 

2013 Ten Outstanding Young Women by China Youth Corps, 
a nonprofit group based in Taipei. At the 2014 Incheon Asian 

Games, she won gold and set a new world record in the 53-
kilogram category with a combined total of 233 kilograms. Hsu Shu-ching



Hung Hsiu-chu

A former teacher and student affairs director at high 
schools, the politician has held major positions in the ruling 

Kuomintang such as central committee deputy  
director-general. She has been a lawmaker for eight  

consecutive terms since 1990 when legislators started to 
be elected in Taiwan. For her present eighth term in the 

Legislative Yuan, she holds an at-large seat and is the 
lawmaking body’s first female vice president.



Hung I-ching

The artist’s work was selected to the Illustrators Exhibition in 
the 2014 Bologna Children’s Book Fair in Italy, a top honor 

in the illustration art circle. With her family background 
in the traditional art of color painting for temples, she has 
developed a passion for drawing with focus on creating a 
story told only in pictures. Her first book of illustrations 

without words, Le Visiteur, was published in France in 2013.



Hwang Mei-hsiu

The associate professor in the Institute of Wildlife 
Conservation at National Pingtung University of Science and 

Technology in southern Taiwan is the first female devoted 
to field research and protection of the endangered Formosan 

black bears, the only bear native to Taiwan and its largest 
carnivore. She served as co-chair of the Asiatic Black Bear 

Expert Team in the International Union for the Conservation 
of Nature and Natural Resource, and now heads the Taiwan 

Black Bear Conservation Association.



Jennifer Shen

The former evening news anchor at China Television 
Co. Ltd. in Taipei from 1990 to 2012 is one of Taiwan’s 

favorite and most professional senior journalists, 
according to a number of polls. Her 13 Golden Bell 

awards for hosting news, variety and children’s programs 
are a record high for an individual winner of the country’s 

top prizes in the TV sector.



The world-class professional dancer, receiving her 
training in Taiwan up to university level, has displayed 
tremendous energy in her pursuit to combine force and 
beauty in the art of dancing. She had held the principal 

dancer positions at Martha Graham Dance Company in the 
United States and at Cloud Gate Dance Theatre of Taiwan, 
each being a top dance troupe in its country. She received 

the National Award for Arts in 2007 at the age of 36 and 
became the youngest winner since the top honor for artistic 

achievement in Taiwan was established in 1997. Sheu Fang-yi



Michelle Sung

The founder, president and CEO of TenArt Biotech Ltd., a 
manufacturer of cosmetics and skin care products, runs a 

biotech business model combining cutting-edge technology 
and cultural creativity. The result is her facial mask brand 
MasKingdom, which features unique packaging designed 

by artists. Her company became an inaugural winner of the 
Financial Times-Standard Chartered Taiwan Business Awards 

2014 in the category of entrepreneurial success.



Tang Mei-yun

The founder of Tang Mei-yun Taiwanese Opera 
Company, established in 1998, won the 2012 National 

Award for Arts, Taiwan’s top honor for artistic 
achievement. This prolific, mature performer, who has 

gone from outdoor stages to modern theaters in different 
forms and styles of opera, has been acclaimed for her 
dedication to performing and promoting the genre of 

Taiwanese opera at home and abroad.



Tsai Yin-lan
The sergeant in the ROC marine corps is a qualified 

frogwoman with expertise in amphibious reconnaissance 
and helping train new members in her amphibious team. 

For her, choosing a tough job in marine corps is a way to 
challenge herself toward a higher goal of life.



H
ailing from Cambodia, Lin Li-chan 
married an ROC national and came 
to Taiwan in 1997. Encouraged by 
her family, she studied beauty science 

while volunteering for community services and 
helping new immigrants better adapt to the local 
environment. In 2013, Lin won an award as one 
of Taiwan’s Ten Outstanding Young Persons, 
making her the first new immigrant to be 
accorded the honor.

Lin is just one of many immigrants who call 
Taiwan home. Arelis Gabot, from the Dominican 
Republic, married into a Hakka family. Braving  
the challenge of cultural differences and learning 
new languages, she now speaks Mandarin, 
Taiwanese and Hakka, and is a great cook of 
the local cuisine. In 2011, she became the first 
naturalized ROC citizen to hold the position of 
borough chief—a local-level public office—
serving about 100 households.

Another success story is Vietnamese-born 
Nguyen Kim Hong, who came to Taiwan in 
2000. She learned filmmaking from her husband, 
a documentary director, and was chosen to take 
part in The Wanderers’ Project established by Lin 
Hwai-min, founder of the world-renowned Cloud 
Gate Dance Theatre of Taiwan. Chronicling the 
lives of Vietnamese women in Taiwan with her 
lens, she is the first female new immigrant turned 
film director.

Over the past two decades, new immigrants like Li, 
Gabot, Nguyen and many others from Southeast 
Asian nations and mainland China came to Taiwan 
due partly to a gradually easing immigration policy. 
An increasing number of people have settled here 
through marriage and work.

Cross-strait people-to-people exchanges have 
increased since the late 1980s, and Taiwan 
businesspeople started investing in Southeast 
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Asian nations in the 1990s. All this has given 
rise to more contacts among people in the 
region while at the same time more men in 
Taiwan are marrying out.

These new immigrants now account for about 
2.1 percent of Taiwan’s total population, 
almost on par with the indigenous peoples at 
2.29 percent. According to the Ministry of 
the Interior (MOI), as of August 2014, about 
494,996 people moved to Taiwan as a result 
of marriage. Of this figure, 93 percent are 
women, with 60 percent coming from mainland 
China, Hong Kong and Macau, 18 percent 
from Vietnam, 5.7 percent from Indonesia, 1.7 
percent from Thailand, 1.6 percent from the 
Philippines and 1 percent from Cambodia.

Foreign spouses are faced with many challenges 
such as trying to adapt to their new society, 
raising children, and helping provide for their 
families. This can be a daunting task even for 
spouses from mainland China, who also speak 
Mandarin, let alone for people from completely 
different linguistic and cultural backgrounds.

To better help these new immigrants deal  
with such challenges, the MOI set up a 
care fund of US$100 million for foreign 
spouses in 2005, spanning 10 years. In 2012, 
the government began providing capacity-
building scholarships for new immigrants 

and their children. In any elementary school 
where the number of new immigrants’ children 
exceeds 100 or is about 10 percent of the total 
students, the school organizes home visits, 
reading sessions for parents and children, and 
extra language classes for the students to learn 
their parents’ native languages. In addition to 
educational assistance, the government offers 
these new residents practical information and 
consultations to help them ease into life in their 
adopted home.

Today, one in seven is born into an immigrant 
family. The first and second generations of new 
immigrants account for about 700,000 people. 
By 2030, nearly 13.5 percent of the population 
aged 25 will be second-generation immigrants. 
They will constitute an emerging demographic 
and social force that must be reckoned with.
These newcomers and their descendants are a 
bridge to enhanced relations between Taiwan 
and its Southeast Asian neighbors. It is important 
to help them prosper and take root in Taiwan.

The government has made great efforts to assist 
new immigrant families, providing various 
support for foreign spouses and making sure 
their own cultures are respected. An already 
multifaceted Taiwan society is learning from 
the cultures these immigrants bring and, in the 
process, has grown to be even more tolerant, 
understanding and empathetic. 




